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Application Note

Light quality — Color metrics

Abstract

Colors effect our everyday life. The colors of objects are strategically used to bring a
particular feeling to an environment. This application note explains basic information for the
color rendering properties of light and what needs to be considered when choosing LEDs.
It describes various indices for white LEDs and provides examples of lighting applications.
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A. CIE Colorimetry

Color is defined as the characteristic of light by which a human observer can
distinguish between two structure-free patches of light of the same size, shape
and brightness. To make this property of objects a measurable quantity, it is
necessary to define a system in which colors can be represented by values.

The whole color definition and measurement system is called colorimetry and it
is standardized by the Commision internationale d’éclairage (CIE).
Standardization started in 1931 when the CIE defined the Standard observer for
Colorimetry and the 1931 CIE System of Colorimetry. Since then, many
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additional recommendations have been published and improvements from other
research institutes have been suggested. Nevertheless, the basics of the system
from 1931 are still valid. Many industrial color evaluation methods such as LED
binning are based on the CIE colorimetry. 

Based on the standard observer and the standard system, several color spaces,
correlated color temperature, color rendering values and color gamut values
have been defined. For information about optical properties, color spaces and
color consistency please refer to the application note “Light quality — White light
parameters”.

This application note is focuses on color fidelity and color preference metrics.

B. Color fidelity versus color preference

How colors are supposed and expected to look like is strongly depends on
application. In some cases colors have to look exactly the same as in daylight,
e.g. in paint manufacturing or in medical applications. Lively and saturated colors
are not desired. In these applications, it is necessary to compare colors and to
see small differences. High color rendering is required. 

In other applications, such as in shops or at home, people have different
expectations of color. There, colors should look just nice. This can be achieved
e.g. by increasing the saturation of certain colors. Here, bright lively colors or
cozy warm colors are preferred and do not need to look the same as in daylight.

With the help of these examples it is clear that  high color fidelity is not
necessarily the most preferred color appearance in all applications. As such
differentiation between color fidelity and color preference is required.

Color fidelity / color rendering

Color fidelity or rendering describes how similarly and accurately colors are
rendered. Therefore, the appearance of colors is produced with a reference light
source and a test light source. As the reference light source is defined by the
CCT of the test light source, the appearance and rendering of colors is CCT
dependent. Color rendering is a comparison of colors, so it indicates whether
colors look the same under reference and test illumination or not.

Definition: “Color fidelity is the effect of an illuminant on the color appearance of
objects by conscious or subconscious comparison with their color appearance
under a reference illuminant”.[1]

Color preference

Color preference describes how well colors are perceived. Since preferred colors
are not necessarily the ones under a natural reference illumination, even light
sources with a lower color rendering can be perceived as providing better colors.
That means that the reference light source is not necessarily the best light source
for all applications. For the human eye a high color preference is often correlated

[1]. "CIE: International Lighting Vocabulary (ILV) CIE S 017/E (2011)
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with an increase in color saturation. The higher saturation of colors means a
more colorful appearance of objects compared to the reference. Therefore
colors don’t look the same and the color rendering index is reduced. A higher
saturation is also related to a larger color gamut. This means with a larger gamut
a light source is able to show high saturated colors.

Definition: “A color preference index is a metric to quantify the correlation
between the color appearance of objects under a light source and people’s
preferences.”

C. Indices 

Color rendering index (CRI)

The Color Rendering Index (CRI) is the most common metric to evaluate the color
rendering of a light source. It is internationally established. The Color Rendering
Index is described in the international standard of CIE 13.3 “Method of
measuring and specifying color rendering properties of light sources”. The first
version of the standard was released in 1965 including calculations based on
research data from 1937. The latest version of the standard was released in
1995. The general Color Rendering Index value Ra is calculated as shown
schematically in Figure 1.

Figure 1: CRI schema

The starting point of the calculation of the CRI Ra is the test light source. The
reference light source is defined with the CCT of the test light source. In the CRI
metric, a black body radiator is the reference between 2300 K and < 5000 K and
daylight is the reference from 5000 K to 25000 K. As test color samples 8
desaturated colors are used in the CRI. For these 8 colors the color coordinates
in the U*V*W* color space are calculated, once in combination with the test light
source and once with the reference light source. As a result, there are two color
coordinates for each color sample. The distance ΔE of the color coordinates is
determined and defined as the Special Color Rendering indices Ri. 

Ri = 100 — 4.6 ΔEi

Test light source Reference light source

Test color samples

Color coordinates of color
samples under test light

Color coordinates of color
samples under reference light

Calculation of color differences of all test colors

Average = Color Rendering Index
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The general color rendering index Ra is the average of all special color rendering
indices R1 — R8 (see Figure 2). Following the calculation it is possible to achieve
an index that is below zero in cases where the distances between the reference
color coordinate and the test color coordinate are large.

Figure 2: R1 — R8

To also obtain an indication for the color rendering of more saturated colors there
are additional test colors have been defined (R9 — R15 shown in Figure 3). The
special color rendering indices, especially R9 (saturated red) and R13 (skin tone),
are used for certain applications such as medical or paint manufacturing, to
provide more comprehensive information about the color rendering of light
sources. 

Figure 3: R9 — R15

It is important to consider that a low value only means that there are differences
between the color coordinates. It cannot be seen from the value whether the
difference is in one direction (desaturation of a certain color) or in the other
direction (saturation of a certain color). The metric just compares how similar the
colors look under reference and test illumination.

Color Gamut Index (Ga)

The Color Gamut Index is the CRI related color preference index and a standard
gamut index. It is based on the same test color samples, the same color space
and the same reference light sources as the CRI Ra for the same CCT. Figure 4
shows how a gamut index works. The color points of the test color samples
under reference light form one polygon. The test color sample color points under
reference light from another one. A gamut index compares the area sizes. If Ga
is less than 100 the gamut size is smaller than the one in the reference, if Ga is
greater than 100 it is larger. A larger gamut is always related to more saturated
colors.
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Figure 4: Color gamut index (Ga)

Gamut area index (GAI)

The Gamut Area Index (GAI) is a standard gamut index which compares the
gamut area of a test light source with the gamut area of a reference light source.
The GAI uses the same test-color samples, color space and reference light
sources as the CRI (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Gamut area index (GAI)

Color quality scale (CQS)

The Color Quality Scale (CQS) was published and designed as a replacement for
the CRI. The target was to have a metric that is able to replace the outdated
calculation method of the CRI metric with a new one that works for all light
sources (for fluorescent lights as well as for LEDs). The CQS calculation not only
considers color fidelity but also color preference and other aspects and
knowledge of color quality. For the calculation 15 saturated test-color samples
are used from the Munsell color system, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Color quality scale (CQS)

The color distances between the color points of reference and the test light are
calculated in the CIELAB color space. The distances are averaged by root mean
square.

A saturation factor is also included in the calculations. This factor is calculated
for the complete color difference. It does not penalize for an increase of chroma
which means an increase in saturation. But it penalizes for hue and brightness
shifts. By including this saturation factor, the CQS is a combination of color
fidelity and the color preference metric.

TM-30 (Technical Memorandum TM-30-18)

Because of the deficits of the CRI Ra values and a lot of new research insights
in the last years, the Illuminating Engineering Society of Northern America (IES)
published a technical memorandum including new calculation metrics for a color
fidelity index and a gamut index in 2015. For these indices, a new set of test color
sample was developed. Instead of 8 desaturated colors 99 test-color samples
are used (see Figure 7). These samples include a wide range of real measured
colors and objects, natural and artificial. This results in a uniform distribution of
saturated and desaturated colors in the color space.

ERMS
1
15
------

15


i 1=

Ei
2=
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Figure 7: TM-30-18 test color samples

Another important improvement is the implementation of the latest color space
CAM02-UCS in the determination of the color differences. This color space is
based on CIECAM02 and includes the latest results of color research. 

In general the calculation of the fidelity index Rf is similar to the CRI Ra
calculation. But there are important improvements included. One is the use of
different ranges for reference source definition. For Rf a Planckian reference is
used below a CCT of 4000K and pure daylight is used as reference above 5500K.
Between 4000K and 5500K a blended reference light is used, combining
Planckian and daylight to achieve a smooth reference transition. 

Another change was made in the calculation of the special indices Rf,i. For this a
natural logarithm is included to avoid negative values in the result.

Another value of the TM-30 is the Rg. This is another gamut value which also
includes the latest research results (advanced color space, 99 test color
samples). 

Output of the TM-30 calculation can be illustrated by different graphics, for
example, the graphics in Figure 8.

Rout 10 ln(exp(Rin  1 +=
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Figure 8: TM-30 calculation

The new CIE 224:2017 color fidelity index

The CIE Ra general color rendering index is widely accepted and used. But this
metrics have limitations, especially for solid state light sources occurred. For
these light sources the problem is that Ra values do not always correlate with
visual evaluation by use general observers. Therefore in 2017 a new color
rendering metric was published by the CIE — the CIE224:2017: Color fidelity
index for accurate scientific use (Rf). This color fidelity index is based on the TM-
30-15 metric of the Illuminating Engineering society of Northern America and
includes a more accurate calculation of color rendering.

Furthermore the improved set of 99 color samples is used for this new metric. 

The last important difference is the logarithmical calculation of the indices Rf,i to
avoid negative values of the general color fidelity index Rf.
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Table 1 summarizes the differences between both calculations.

Feeling of contrast index (FCI)

The feeling of contrast index (see Figure 9) is a gamut index. That means it is
determined by a comparison of gamut area sizes of reference light source and
test light source in a certain color space. Larger gamut areas result in more
saturated color and saturated colors are preferred by humans. So the FCI is a
pure color preference metric and does not describe the color fidelity of a light
source.

The FCI was defined by Hashimoto in 1994. He stated that higher saturated
colors have a brighter appearance and that more vivid colors are preferred by
humans. The FCI is also a value that describes contrast and virtual clarity.

For the calculation of the FCI value the L*a*b* color space and daylight (D65) are
used as a reference. The calculation uses only four test color samples (yellow,
red, blue and green). The area of the two triangles of the test light source in the
L*a*b* color space is divided by the area of the triangles under D65 illumination.

Table 1: Comparison of the color fidelity indices

CIE CRI (1995) CIE 224:2017

Metric Fidelity Metric (Ra) Fidelity Metric (Rf)

Color space CIE 1964 U*V*W* CIE CAM02

Color samples 8 color samples
(all desaturated, 
spectral sensitivity varies, 
only from Munsell color 
system)

99 color samples
(uniform color space 
coverage, 
neutral spectral sensitivity, 
real object colors)

Reference
light source

• 2300 K – < 5000 K 
 Black Body Radiator
• 5000 K – 25000 K 
 Daylight Spectrum

• < 4000 K 
 Black Body Radiator
• 4000 K – 5000 K 
 blended Black Body   and 
Daylight
• > 5000 K 
 Daylight

Range of fidelity Ra < 100, no lower limit 0 < Rf < 100

Chromatic adaption Von Kries adaptation 
transformation

CIE CAT02

Observer CIE 1931 2° CIE 1964 10°
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Figure 9: Feeling of contrast index

High television lighting consistency index (TLCI)

In situations where cameras record scenes or sports games, it is necessary to
use a camera related color rendering index next to the ones defined and
calculated for people. The High Television Lighting Consistency Index (TLCI) is
one metric defined for television cameras. It is defined in the IES RP6-15 “Sports
and Recreational Area Lighting” / EBU Tech 3355 standard. The calculation of
this index is similar to the calculation of CRI Ra. The main differences are the use
of camera sensitivity curves, instead of human eye sensitivity (for comparison of
the curves, see Figure 10), the use of 18 X-Rite Color Checker test colors shown
in Figure 11, instead of the 8 test color samples shown in Figure 2 and the use
of a mixed reference light source (mix of black body radiator and daylight)
between 3400 K and 5000 K. Another difference is that the index is limited to be
non-negative. 

Figure 10: Comparison of human eye sensitivity and camera sensitivity curves

Figure 11: X-Rite Color Checker

B (4.5PB3.2/6)R (5R4/12)

G (5.5G5/8) Y (5Y8.2/10)

L*

a*

b*

FCI =      
G(T)

G(D65)( (x 100
1.5

380 430 480 530 580 630 680380 430 480 530 580 630 680

Cone fundamentals
normalized to unit peak

Spectral sensitivity of cameras
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The assessment is as follows:

• 75 — 100: Errors are small and colorists can typically correct them easily.

• 50 — 75: Colorists would certainly want to correct the colors and may
achieve an acceptable result, but it would take a significant amount of time
to get there.

• 25 — 50: Color rendering is poor and good colorists would be needed to
improve it, nevertheless results would not be to broadcast standard.

• 0 — 25: Color rendering is bad and colorists would struggle for a long time
to improve it, even then results would likely not be acceptable for
broadcast.

Summary of the values

Table 2 gives a summary of the various values mentioned previously. 

D. Examples for OSRAM Opto Semiconductors LEDs

Examples of the color indices of different light sources of OSRAM Opto
Semiconductor LEDs additional to daylight, black body radiator, HID (high-
intensity discharge lamp) and fluorescent light are shown in Table 3.

Table 2: Comparison of indices

Index
Color 
rendering / 
color fidelity

Color 
preference / 
color gamut

Type

Color rendering 
index

CRI Ra — International
standard

Gamut area index GAI — GAI Publication

TM-30-15 TM-30 Rf Rg Technical 
Memorandum

Color quality 
scale

CQS Qa Qp, Qg Publication

Color fidelity 
index

CFI
CIE 224:2017

Rf — Scientific 
standard

Feeling of 
contrast index

FCI — FCI Publication

Television lighting 
consistency 
index

TLCI for cameras — Publication
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E. Application examples 

There are many different applications with distinct requirements of the different
dimensions of color quality. Therefore different metrics may be used to describe
the color quality in requirements and specifications.

Museum lighting

In museum lighting (Figure 12) applications color rendering properties are still of
the highest interest and importance. Most museum curators expect a high color
fidelity index such as the CRI Ra or Rf to ensure a minimum distortion of colors.
In addition to color rendering, aging or even damage to items of art may be a
concern. The CIE 157:2004 “Control of damage to museum objects by optical

Table 3: Examples for color indices of different light sources 

Light source CCT
[K]

CRI
Ra

CRI
R9

FCI GAI
TM30
Rf

TM30
Rg

Daylight 5100 100 100 107 89 100 100

Black body 
radiator

3000 100 100 121 57 100 100

HID 2950 82 40 120 67 85 104

Fluorescent light 3000 84 - 5 113 58 77 102

OSLON® SSL
CRI 70

4000 73 - 22 93 79 72 97

DURIS® S8
CRI 80

3000 83 11 106 53 85 97

DURIS® S5 
CRI 80

4000 83 17 103 73 84 98

SOLERIQ® S 
CRI 80

3000 84 19 106 52 83 94

SOLERIQ® S 
CRI 90

3000 86 79 121 59 93 100

SOLERIQ® S 
Brilliant Color
CRI 90

3250 90 96 135 77 91 108

SOLERIQ® S 
Brilliant White
CRI 90

3000 97 82 122 52 93 101

OSLON® Square
CRI 90

5700 88 59 100 90 88 101
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radiation” provides a calculation method to evaluate the relative differences of
light sources and spectra.

Figure 12: Museum lighting

Shop lighting

The shop lighting application (Figure 13) has slightly different foci. Sometimes a
very high color rendering index is required to illuminate e.g. clothes and objects
with a focus on good color fidelity to ensure that the color impression created is
similar to other high CRI light sources. 

Figure 13: Shop lighting

Other applications, especially the fresh food and packaged grocery applications
have a different focus. Here the color preference is more important than a high
color reproduction. A focus on a high color gamut correlates very well with color
preference and leads to brilliant, vivid and saturated colors, which present
products in an appealing light, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Food lighting

Stadium lighting

Most of the color rendering metrics aim to ensure good color representation if
people are observing the objects. But there are also color metrics which ensure
that sensor systems capture the correct rendering of the colors. The TLCI judges
light quality with respect to television cameras. Fortunately this closely correlates
to other common color fidelity indices. Thus high CRI Ra leads to a high TLCI
value and ensures a direct recording and broadcasting of the camera pictures
without extensive post processing of the images. (see Figure 15)

Figure 15: Stadium lighting
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Don't forget: LED Light for you is your place to
be whenever you are looking for information or
worldwide partners for your LED Lighting
project.

www.ledlightforyou.com

ABOUT OSRAM OPTO SEMICONDUCTORS

OSRAM, Munich, Germany is one of the two leading light manufacturers in the world. Its subsidiary, OSRAM
Opto Semiconductors GmbH in Regensburg (Germany), offers its customers solutions based on semiconduc-
tor technology for lighting, sensor and visualization applications. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors has produc-
tion sites in Regensburg (Germany), Penang (Malaysia) and Wuxi (China). Its headquarters for North America
is in Sunnyvale (USA), and for Asia in Hong Kong. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors also has sales offices th-
roughout the world. For more information go to www.osram-os.com.

DISCLAIMER

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE BELOW TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THE INFORMA-
TION SHOWN HEREIN. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, DO
NOT USE THE INFORMATION.

The information provided in this general information document was formulated using the utmost care; howe-
ver, it is provided by OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH on an “as is” basis. Thus, OSRAM Opto Semicon-
ductors GmbH does not expressly or implicitly assume any warranty or liability whatsoever in relation to this
information, including – but not limited to – warranties for correctness, completeness, marketability, fitness
for any specific purpose, title, or non-infringement of rights. In no event shall OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
GmbH be liable – regardless of the legal theory – for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, exemplary, con-
sequential, or punitive damages arising from the use of this information. This limitation shall apply even if
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH has been advised of possible damages.  As some jurisdictions do not
allow the exclusion of certain warranties or limitations of liabilities, the above limitations and exclusions might
not apply. In such cases, the liability of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH is limited to the greatest extent
permitted in law.

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH may change the provided information at any time without giving notice
to users and is not obliged to provide any maintenance or support related to the provided information. The
provided information is based on special conditions, which means that the possibility of changes cannot be
precluded.

Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved. Other than the right to use the information provided in
this document, no other rights are granted nor shall any obligations requiring the granting of further rights be
inferred. Any and all rights and licenses regarding patents and patent applications are expressly excluded. 

It is prohibited to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or store all or part of the content of this document in any form
without the prior written permission of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH unless required to do so in ac-
cordance with applicable law. 

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH

Head office:

Leibnizstr. 4
93055 Regensburg
Germany
www.osram-os.com 
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